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Submitting Organization:
BNSF Railway

Company Bio:
BNSF Railway is one of North America’s leading freight 
transportation companies operating on 32,500 route miles of 
track in 28 states and two Canadian provinces. BNSF is one of 
the top transporters of consumer goods, grain and agricultural 
products, low-sulfur coal, and industrial goods such as petroleum, 
chemicals, housing materials, food and beverages. BNSF’s 
shipments help feed, clothe, supply, and power American homes 
and businesses every day. 

Goals/Objectives:
The targets for the BNSF Crude Shipping Resources Quiz were 
attendees at multiple crude industry tradeshows.

The goals of the BNSF Crude Shipping Resources Quiz were to 
generate interest/attract attention to the BNSF Interactive Crude 
Map and to encourage tradeshow attendees to approach the 
BNSF Booth. The BNSF Interactive Crude Map highlights all the 
basins and crude markets in North America that BNSF serves and 
includes detailed contact information for nearly 100 BNSF-served 
crude origin and destination facilities and downloadable maps. 
http://www.bnsf.com/customers/oil-gas/interactive-map/

Project Summary/Solution:
To pique the interest of attendees passing by the BNSF Booth at 
crude tradeshows, we created a large interactive touchscreen 
quiz that asked general questions about BNSF’s crude shipping 
services and questions specific to the Interactive Crude Map. 
Throughout the quiz, the user had the option to interact with the 
map, as the quiz was built as a sort of frame around the map. In 
some instances the user would need to use the map to figure out 
the correct answer to the question.

All users who completed the quiz were given the option to enter 
themselves into a drawing for an iPad Mini by providing their 
contact information in a form that popped up at the end of the 

quiz. Users were also given the option, upon completion of the 
quiz, to go back to the interactive map to explore its features and 
functionality.

Two large touchscreen displays were set up on tables near the 
front of the BNSF Booth at each crude tradeshow. The idle screen 
for the quiz served as a sort of sign asking passing attendees if 
they wanted to enter for a chance to win an iPad Mini, and there 
were additional signs with the same message attached to the top 
of each of the touchscreen displays. The idle screen featured 
some movement and flashing color to help attract the eye. 

If the user walked away from the screen in the middle of the quiz, 
the screen would automatically go back to the main idle screen 
(starting the quiz over) after a period of about two minutes of 
inactivity on the touchscreen.

The quiz itself featured an inviting and fun design with 
illustrations. When the user selected the right answer, the quiz 
would respond with “Correct!” and the full BNSF factoid that the 
question referenced. When the user selected the wrong answer 
the quiz responded with “Sorry!” and gave the correct answer/
BNSF factoid that the question referenced.

Metrics/Results:
Engagement and interaction with the BNSF Booth showed a 
marked increase and as a result more tradeshow attendees 
interacted with BNSF personnel present at the booth. 

450 total attendees registered to be entered into the drawing for 
the iPad Mini.

Lessons Learned/Factors that Affected the Project
The BNSF Crude Shipping Resources Quiz gave us a more 
engaging and dynamic presence at these events and helped draw 
larger crowds into the booth. The quiz also helped us capture 
several new business prospects.

BNSF Crude Shipping Resources Quiz
http://sullivanperkinsps.com/bnsf/bnsf856/index.html    
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